Holiday Stories

NOTE: Again, thank you for the tremendous
response to our request for holiday stories. Let’s
hope we all enjoy the holidays as much as our
editorial staff enjoyed the response.

Luke’s Castle

T

he incident described in this poem occurred on Christmas
Eve, 1952, during the final phases of the war. I was with
“Love” Company, 179th Regiment, 45th Division, with the
57mm recoilless rifle section and we occupied a sector known as
“Luke’s Castle.”
This so-called “castle” was a high rock cliff occupied by the
enemy and overlooking our highpoint of “Hill 812,” occupied by
our Company “K,” with a very narrow separation between us.
Thus, it was a most vulnerable point of the MLR in this sector.
While the fighting here was not of the magnitude of the earlier
battles, nevertheless it was an incident that I am reminded of each
year at Christmas time.
Alfred E. Schindler, 6 Davis Rd., Ellington, CT 06029,
alschindlerls5731@yahoo.com
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS

Twas the night before Christmas, in the year ‘52
“Luke’s Castle”- Korea, was to be our venue
Snow on the mountains, reminded us of home
But there the dreams ended, and the cold chilled our bones
We were the “Thunderbirds,” 3rd Battalion, 179th
Dug in and waiting, expecting some strife
Word had been obtained, from a prisoner of war
They would be in our trenches, by the early hour of four
As the day turned to night, a full moon arose
Its brilliance could light up, the tip of your nose
Attack was not possible, till the moon waned away
Putting hills back in darkness, for launching a foray
About ten in the evening, the propaganda began
From speakers in hills, the enemy entertainment ran
“Give yourselves up, your government doesn’t care
Throw down your arms, come join us, your life we will
spare!”
Then “Seoul City Sue,” the enemy’s propaganda Queen
Played American pop tunes, but to her very chagrin
Our hearts were not saddened, or dabbing the eye
Rather we clapped and applauded, “encore” our reply
Their final selection played, our beating hearts jingled
Being “White Christmas” sung, by the popular “Der Bingle”
The bright moon was settling, the show had now ended
Time to get serious again, the Spirit of Christmas had faded
16

About two in the morning, the rounds began coming
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76’s and mortars, the CPs began counting
“A round every five seconds,’ was “L” Company’s reply
Prepare for the worst, it’s “no pie in the sky”
I glanced at my watch, the hands pointed to three
Time the enemy had chosen, to launch the melee
The signal, a green flare, shot up from their line
Along with a bugle call, that sent chills down my spine
Now their men already massed, in the valley below
Climbed to our trenches, with massive outflow
From the “Castle” they streamed, toward our Company “K”
Breaching our lines there, causing much a dismay
A counterattack was then made, led by Lt. McCann
The enemy was routed, after fighting man to man
McCann was a hero, before giving his life
With five of his men, making the full sacrifice
The “L” sector to my front, was targeted as well
Enemy troops had gained ground, were climbing like hell
Our artillery responded, their shells screamed in low
Barely skimming my ridge, and raising havoc below
Now the heavy 30s, got into the fray
Making sure any survivors, went the other way
The cries of the wounded, could be heard from our hill
And then things grew quiet, and the action became still
About 4:30 or 5:00, a red flare to our right
The signal to withdraw, and give up the fight
Things quieted down a bit, in front of “Luke’s” position
But attention remained focused, on “King’s” disposition.
Things quieted down at bit, in front of “Love’s” position but
attention remained focused, on “King’s” disposition
“King’s” position was important, in a very positive way
Being so close to the enemy, put security at bay
Some say it was 75 yards, separating us from the “Gooks”
As it lay in the shadow of the great castle “Luke”
Finally it was over, all lost ground was secured
Casualties were counted, battalion records procured
Six soldiers gave their lives, twenty-five were wounded
Holding their positions, till the fighting was ended
Finally the sun began rising, a new day ahead
No presents or tree, a lot of enemy dead
This short battle is over, Battalion 3 held its ground
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Some “shut-eye” is in order, please make not a sound
That friends was how, we spent Christmas Day
In a year to remember, as our thoughts pass away
We are still here, and able to recite:
“Happy Christmas to all, and to all a good night”
SFC Alfred Schindler served in the 45th Div. with the 57 MM
Recoilless Rifles on Luke’s Castle” and “Heartbreak Ridge”

Good food aboard
ship

Christmas aboard USS
Naifeh (DE-352)

I

enlisted in the U.S. Navy in May of 1951 during the Korean
War. I spent from December 1951 to April 1954 of that enlistment on a destroyer escort, the Naifeh (DE-32), with the Pacific
Fleet, making three tours to Korea. I served the last year of my
enlistment on USS Manchester (CL-83). I was discharged in May
1955, having attained the rating of Personnelman 1st-Class.
My Christmas dinner aboard Naifeh in 1953 was memorable,
as the nearby menu suggests. And, as a bonus the menu could be
used as a postcard.
Robert F. Robb, 10113 Fawns Ford, Fort Wayne, IN 46825
Mailing Naifeh’s menu
home
The Christmas menu for
the crew of the USS Naifeh
(DE-352)

Gillespie
NOTE: (SFC) Bailey Gillespie, a member of the 27th Inf. Regt.,
(“Wolfhounds”), was captured by the Chinese on November 26,
1950. He spent the next 1,013 days as a prisoner of war. Here
are two excerpts from his book, Korean War Remembered:
Prisoner of War, 1013 Days In Hell. He has granted us permission to reprint parts of his book.
Christmas message
aboard USS Naifeh
(DE-352)
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C

hristmas day, of 1950, was the worst Christmas any of us
had ever experienced - very demoralizing - it came and
went like it’d never happened, just another day-we probably didn’t even know for sure when it came and went, no one had a calendar or anything- every day was just another day, and there was
no way of knowing the day of the month or the day of the week.
We never had meat or vegetables to eat, or even water to
drink. We had to use the snow outside. Sometime around
Christmas I looked outside and there was no guard, so I stepped
outside and went down below to a hut. There was a barrel with
a lid on it, and I looked inside and saw that it was full of kimchi,
a sauce they used to put on their food. It was good for seasoning
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and gave the food more nutritional value, so I reached inside the
barrel with both hands and took as much as I could. It was soft
like a paste, even at 60 degrees below zero.
Then I pushed the lid back over the barrel and turned and hurried back up the hill to share the kimchi with the other prisoners.
If a guard had seen me he could have shot me or made me stand
at attention until I froze to death. Some who disobeyed, were
beaten or made to stand until they had frozen hands and feet.
Some were left so long in the cold that they died. (p. 35)
A Very Special Christmas 1951, Camp #5
Things did get a little better, and they let us have a Christmas
service, my second year as a prisoner in 1951, at Camp 5. A black
preacher conducted the services. They let us use a building, and
all faiths attended the same service, Protestants, Catholics, Jews,
maybe Muslims? Turks.
During our Christmas service we were singing the hymn,
‘’Jerusalem,’’ when a British soldier, Sgt. Andrews, in a loud,
clear tenor rose above us in the back. It hadn’t been planned, it
just happened. It made the hair on your neck stand up. He was
only able to sing it once because it hurt his throat too much to do
it again. The starvation and lack of vitamins had taken their toll.
As he sang it was so beautiful that a lot of us wept. We knew
that God was with us. (p. 48)

‘Flying frozen turkeys’

I

was in a heavy mortar company, 5th Marines, 1st Marine
Division in the “Frozen Chosin” Reservoir of North Korea in
November and December 1950. The temperature varied between
30 to 40 degrees “below” zero.
When the order came to evacuate the area, and fight our way
to the sea, the decision was given to the engineers to blow all the
remaining supplies in the Division supply dump. Among these
supplies were hundreds of frozen turkeys that had been moved
forward for a Thanksgiving treat.
As my company slowly trudged along the road a huge explosion resounded off to our left and through the air came these flying frozen turkeys that landed in a nearby rice paddy. Marines,
being the scroungers we are, rushed into the rice paddy. Within
minutes most of us had a frozen turkey tucked under our arm as
we continued our march to the sea.
As reality dawned upon us, we realized we had nothing to
thaw the turkeys with. Consequently the road was soon covered
with abandoned frozen turkeys!
(Col) Warren Wiedhahn, USMC (Ret), 8361 Queen Elizabeth
Blvd., Annandale, VA 22002, 703-307-8959,
JWiedhahn@aol.com

Aboard the Troopship USS
General George M.
Randall -December 1950
18

I

was a crewmember on the troopship George M. Randall, AP115, as an electronics technician in 1950. In early December
we dropped off some troops in Yokohama, Japan. I had just paid
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Burnett Brothers, a jewelry store in Seattle, the last installment
for a wedding ring and asked them to send it to me, thinking that
three weeks would be more than enough time for them to get it to
me now that the war was winding down. My wife and I were hoping to be married on Christmas Eve.
From Yokohama we were sent to Pusan, where we loaded
about 100 wounded on stretchers and some dead from the hospital ship, Repose, expecting to take them to San Francisco. After
the wounded were aboard, however, we were instead suddenly
diverted to Hungnam—a 40-hour cruise north in the Sea of
Japan.
When the Chinese troops invaded Korea, everyone was taken
by surprise1. The Marines who were caught at the Chosin
Reservoir fought their way out to Hungnam during one of the
worst winter storms in Korean history, taking many casualties.
No Marines have ever faced worse weather, mountainous terrain,
or heavier odds than those who fought at Chosin Reservoir, a battle regarded as one of the most savage engagements in modern
warfare - often fought hand-to-hand, short of food and ammunition, during blinding snowstorms and subzero temperatures in the
hills surrounding a primitive road barely wide enough for a single
modern vehicle to pass.
The Chosin Reservoir was an epic battle, yet it was immediately followed by another epic military event: the evacuation
from Hungnam. In the greatest evacuation movement by sea in
U.S. military history, a massive armada (about 200 ships) assembled at the port and evacuated not only the UN troops, but also
their heavy equipment and tens of thousands of Korean refugees.
The Randall loaded as many of the troops as we could. They
came directly out of the mountains and onto our ship before we
dropped our anchor. Marines were sleeping in the passageways,
under the ladders, and in the crew’s bunks.
Several of the Marines had been attached to the Randall when
the war started, but transferred off in time to be in the first wave
at Inchon, and they were among the troops we evacuated at
Hungnam. According to my notes, they were with the 3rd
Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine Division. Although
they were certainly glad to be aboard the General George again,
this time in more difficult circumstances, they were all proud that
they had made the transfer to a fighting unit.
On December 12, we left Hungnam with more than 5,000
Marines, British commandos, and Republic of Korea (ROK)
troops. We even discovered a few North Korean and Chinese
Communists aboard who had infiltrated the ROK forces. These,
of course, wound up in the brig.
The Marines hadn’t left anything along their path that could be
of use to the enemy, so most of them had several extra weapons
that they’d packed out. A 45-automatic could be bought for $5 or
$10 or traded for a carton of candy.2
1 1. The Chinese invaded Korea in October of 1950, yet their intervention
was pretty much denied by the military command for weeks; and they were
still promising to have the troops “home by Christmas” as late as the end of
November.
2. I traded a pack of cigarettes for a Thompson sub-machine gun. Within
another couple of days, I traded it to one of my friends for a pack of cigarettes when I realized that I’d never have any use for an illegal machine gun.
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We took these troops to Pusan, where they would soon return
to combat in another area, and went back to Hungnam for more.
About this time, I finally became reconciled that I wouldn’t be
home for Christmas.
The Randall was anchored the closest to the beach of any ship
during much of the loading operation. We loaded cargo in a
hurry–sometimes merely getting the boom over the hold and
dropping the cargo. We wanted to get anything valuable out so
the enemy couldn’t get it. The crew was divided into shifts and I
was billeted in a boat. We worked 8 hours on and 4 hours off for
several days during the cargo loading process.
I spent many wet and cold hours in the M-boats (Landing
Craft Mechanized or LCM) and LCVPs (Landing Craft Vehicle
Personnel) that were pitching wildly alongside the Randall, and
then going back to the beach for more soon-to-be worthless
cargo. A couple of our M-boats actually sank and two LCVPs
were abandoned during the worst weather. Salt water was beginning to freeze.
No one was exempt from cargo loading duty if they were
physically able and not on a critical watch. Fortunately, we had
the electronic equipment in pretty good shape before we got to
Hungnam, so being diverted to cargo handling duty didn’t
adversely affect communications and CIC operations.
Refugees were evacuated mostly on Victory ships (similar to
the Lane Victory that’s now tied up in Long Beach), but several
LSTs evacuated some also. One LST had approximately 12,000
Korean refugees, not counting the children who were carried in
arms.
The Chinese troops advanced to the tops of the hills surrounding the port and, through binoculars, we could clearly see the soldiers standing shoulder-to-shoulder along the ridges. When
some of them would start down the slope toward the port, the
warships in the harbor would open fire with their big guns and
the enemy would retreat to the ridge again. When the battleship
Missouri would cut loose with their 16” cannons, it was fantastic.
Although I typically wrote long letters daily to my sweetheart,
as you can imagine, I didn’t write 12-page letters every day to
Joanne during this time. Nonetheless, I did write two or three
pages every couple of days or so. On the evening of the 24th of
December on the way back to Pusan, I wrote this:
“We didn’t leave the harbor until all the ships were ready for
sea–that was at 1510. As usual, the General George was the flagship and leading the procession, because we have another
Commandant aboard. There was a string of ships about 25 to 30
miles long behind us, and only one lone hospital ship ahead.
“The port was totally destroyed before we left. The actual
evacuation was as spectacular as I had expected. Enormous
explosions on the beach were a sight to behold. For about five
hours, there were ammo dumps, oil tanks, and large dynamite
charges going off, with an accompaniment of shelling from ships,
bombs from planes, and rocket carriers. The sky was dark with
smoke and the visibility was practically zero. I suppose the
Koreans think we really believe in fireworks for Christmas. They
aren’t capturing anything but acreage now.
“It certainly is a great feeling to be underway again–knowing
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Hungnam Harbor, Christmas Eve, 1950

Hungnam Harbor, Christmas Eve, 1950 from deck of Randall

there’s mail inside of 24 hours. There’s a possibility we won’t get
any, but I’m about positive there’ll be some. It would break my
spirit completely if there isn’t.
“I’m really getting a lot of ragging tonight. You’ll remember
you wanted to be married Christmas Eve and I’ve been getting a
lot of sly remarks from the rest of the crew. For instance – ‘a
wedding night 5,500 miles from the bride’ or ‘a honeymoon in
the Sea of Japan aboard an ocean liner all by myself.’”
“I had rigged up a phonograph to the PA system and played
romantic music throughout the ship. I played Orin Tucker’s
“Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love” more often than many might
have appreciated.”
There were nine letters from Joanne waiting for me in Pusan.
This was the first mail that I received with a response to letters
I’d sent from Honolulu, six or eight weeks earlier. Boy, was I
glad to get them.
We got to Pusan on Christmas Day, unloaded the troops and
cargo over the next couple of days, and left for Yokohama on the
28th, my mother’s birthday. Mail was finally catching up with us,
we were heading home, and I was feeling great.
The ship had smelled worse and worse every day during the
past couple of weeks and fairly stank when we left Pusan. On the
way back to Japan, all hands turned to for a well-needed field day
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and gave the ship a good scrubbing. Someone coming aboard
with fresh olfactory glands might have smelled an odor, but to the
crew it smelled great after the thorough cleaning.
On January 1, I wrote to Joanne that we were leaving for San
Francisco the next morning at dawn and that the Chaplain had
agreed to marry us in the chapel on Treasure Island.
DonPayne@aol.com, 714/469-9768

Mom missed us at Christmas
A Tribute to a Veteran’s Mother

O

n November 11th we celebrated Veteran’s Day. It reminded
me of my mother and how good she was to me and my twin
brother George while we were in the service during the Korean
War.
I spent three tours of duty as a Navy Hospital Corpsman, two
on the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Kearsarge (CVA-33) and one on the
hospital ship U.S.S. Consolation (AH-15). George was in the
First Marine Division and was severely wounded in an explosion
on Bunker Hill while taking care of a wounded combat Marine.
George and I missed three Christmas seasons while serving in
the Korean War. Yes, I missed being with my family, but I got to
thinking of my mother and what she went through as a child and
never complained. When people needed help she was the first
one there. One of the highlights for me while I was away in the
service was her loving letters and packages with all the goodies.
Anyone who was away in the service knows how important mail
call was.
My mother lost her mother and father by the age of three.
Nobody wanted her so she was put in an orphanage. She was
physically beaten and assaulted. Later, she got a job cleaning at a
mental hospital in exchange for food and a place to sleep. At the
age of eighteen she took a cosmetology course and became a
beautician. She did well, met my father, and married him.
She later told me he was the only person to ever tell her he
loved her and she found happiness for the first time in her life. I
send a prayer that was sent to me while I was in Korea, called a
Mother’s Prayer.

A Mother’s Prayer
God, father of freedom, look after that boy of mine, wherever
he might be. Walk in upon him. Talk with him during the silent
watches of the night, and spur him to bravery when he faces the
foe. Transfer my prayer to his heart.
Keep my boy inspired by the never-dying faith in God.
Throughout all the long days and hopeful victory, wherever his
duty takes him, keep his spirit high and his purpose unwavering.
Make him a loyal friend. Nourish him with love that I gave
him at birth and satisfy the hunger of his soul with the knowledge of my daily prayers.
He is my choicest treasure. Take care of him, God. Keep him
in health and sustain him under every possible circumstance. I
once warmed him under my heart. You warm him up in his new
shelter under the stars. Touch him with my smile of cheer and
comfort, and my full confidence in his every brave pursuit.
Fail him not and may he not fail you, his country, nor the
mother who bore him. This is my prayer for you, my son.
Mom: In closing, thank you for all your love, kindness, and
caring in my lifetime. I pray that every veteran was and is
blessed with a special mother. I hope to see you again in heaven.
A note to all veterans
I share this letter in hopes that veterans everywhere will tell
and show their mothers how important they are to them. Call or
write her and tell her how much you love her and thank her. If
she has passed on, pray for her soul in heaven with love and
kindness until you meet again.
Thanks to all our veterans and those currently serving our
wonderful United States and the American flag. You are in my
prayers every night.
(HM3) Charles Hudson, U.S. Navy (1951-1955), 3002 Manatee
Ave. West, Bradenton, FL 34205

Charles’s Hudson’s mom
and dad in 1952
Charles Hudson in 1951

Visit the Korean War Veterans Association
Website: WWW.KWVA.US
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The Hungnam Evacuation
December,
1950
By John M. Border, MSG USA Retired
NOTE: This article appeared in the Nov/Dec 2000 issue of
The Graybeards. However, the author noted that “Even though
those horrible two months are still strong in my memory I
thought it would be nice for my great grandchildren to have a
memorial of something their Grampa went through long ago.”
He continued, “I went through two years in the Pacific
Theater in WWII. Believe me, they were naught compared to
Korea.”
Perhaps a short narrative would be appropriate at this time to
apprise the reader of the circumstances leading to the events
depicted. I was one of those who received a “greeting” from
President Roosevelt in 1943, resulting in an Army Basic Training
and two years in the South Pacific Theater. While on occupation
duty in Japan, I decided to make the Army my career.
1949 found me on Guam, assigned to the Marbo Command
Communication/Intelligence Section. On Sunday afternoon, June
25, 1950, I was summoned to the Com./Cntr. Crypto Room. An
encoded message awaited. The decoded text read to the best of
my recollection: “TOP SECRET. HEAVY NORTH KOREAN
FORCES INTO SOUTH KOREA THIS DATE. RAPID
ADVANCEMENT. PRIORITY ONE ALERT. WAIT.
MACARTHUR. CINCFE.”
The ensuing months found me in Japan and Korea, where my unit
was integrated into Tenth Corps (X Corps) G2/Communications.
After the Inchon/Seoul engagements we were moved around the
southern tip of Korea to Wonsan Harbor on the eastern coast of North
Korea. The harbor was inundated with mines and sweeping was in
progress.
Our ship “yo-yoed” back and forth outside the harbor, waiting
for the mines to be cleared for our landing. I remember thinking,
“My God, this is just like waiting to land on Saipan six years
ago!” When we finally landed we found that Bob Hope and his
USO Troupe had preceded us by coming northward via roadway
that had been cleared by the ROK 3rd and Capital Divisions,
which by now were marching miles up the coast clearing roadblocks.
That night we loaded on rail flatcars with Corps equipment
and ammo by the tons. October was fast coming to an end, and
the weather was turning extremely cold. Winter clothing had not
been issued and fatigues and a field jacket weren’t going to do it.
I was wearing my Guam khakis under my fatigues and they really helped. We later learned that ROK forces that had preceded us
were still in tattered summer uniforms and worn footwear.
As the train pulled out I vividly recall the sky was filled with
stars and the chill stillness, broken only by occasional locomotive exhaust, was eerie. My thoughts, as we headed north towards
Hamhung, were of home, my wife, and the certainty that this
“police action” was coming to an end. Home for Christmas!
Could it be?
X Corps, first located in Hamhung, was where we set up all
intelligence and communication functions. As our intelligence
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gathering groups returned from northern perimeter posts, all indications pointed to the total collapse of the NKPA. All intelligence
gathered was immediately forwarded to Tokyo. Things were
“lookin’ good.”
Thanksgiving Day dawned clear and cold. The mess tent was
emitting some wonderful aromas. It was an excellent meal, even
got a cigar, but a meal to this day I have guilt feelings about when
I think back on the events soon to come. On the Sunday following, the Chinese Peoples Army hit our northern forces with 33
Divisions, over 300,000 men! And from a G2 estimate, this was
a conservative figure. The face of this war was about to change
dramatically.
As the days passed and the Intel/Reports drifted in, we could
see the inevitable approaching. The X Corps, code name “Jade,”
was now faced with the decision of what to do with its three
Infantry Divisions: The 1st Marine “Western,” 3rd Infantry
“Kaiser,” and 7th Infantry “Bayonet.” I recall X Corps
Commander Major General Ed Almond standing in the doorway
of the Crypto Room with his Aides; his face told it all. On
November 29th Corps Operation Order #8 was issued, stopping
all Corps advances and ordering withdrawal of all Corps forces
to the Hamhung area. The Blue/White X was courting disaster.
In all of this confusion, we were constantly trying to orient
positions on maps and encode same. For instance, we would
receive a reference for the Changjin Reservoir and the Pujon
Reservoir, which were the Korean names. Then we would
receive reports from the Chosin and Fusen Reservoirs, which
were the Japanese names for the Changjin and Pujon. On
December 16, 1950, all Corps forces in Hamhung were ordered
to withdraw to the port city of Hungnam, approximately five
miles eastward. Not a big deal, just a short jeep ride through
snow, mud, and thousands of refugees fleeing North Korea.
Needless to say, it was an impossible task to know just who were
the legitimate folks and who were the enemy.
On December 19th, the Corps Command Post moved into a
cave along the Hungnam beach. We remained in the large Corps
Headquarters Building to man the Crypto, teletype, and radio
equipment. On December 21st, adding to Corps problems, our
radio and cable sections were destroyed by fire and most of our
communication equipment was ruined. Intelligence reports were
rapidly coming in warning of an increased likelihood of a major
enemy attack.
The harbor was fast filling with ships of all shapes and sizes.
South Korean units were departing Hungnam as quickly as they
could be shuttled out to waiting ships. The 7th Infantry Division
was ordered to proceed to the dock area for loading on transport
vessels. General Almond chose the 3rd Infantry Division to be
the final defending force for the Hungnam Beachhead.
On December 22nd I climbed the hill behind the Corps
Headquarters Building with my pitiful camera, not sure if the roll
of film in it was still good. The weather was overcast and a
“chilly” 16F. To my immediate front was the harbor. I could see
a big two stacker, a troopship I later learned was the “General
Mann,” that I rode home on after WWII. Small world, ain’t it?
To the back of me, I could hear and see the flash of “Divarty”
weapons firing. Overhead I could actually see incoming projec-
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tiles from the battleship “Mighty Mo.” She was out of sight, just
over the horizon, but at night you could see the flash of her “Big
Boys” and hear the shells on their way to some Divarty FO’s target. I just felt good knowing she was out there doing her part for
our boys. God Bless the United States Navy.
On, December 23rd the Outpost Line was abandoned and the
3rd Infantry withdrew to its final defensive parameter. On
December 24th the last units of the 3rd left Hungnam. The
United Nations Forces in Northeast Korea were completely evacuated from Hungnam by 1400 hours on December 24, 1950.
Engineers had blown most of the remaining munitions and
fuel. What was left was wired to be detonated from far out in the
harbor. The resulting explosions were horrendous and the shock
waves literally knocked you over if you were standing on a ship’s
deck watching. What didn’t detonate was taken care of by a couple destroyers. We didn’t leave them much.
As I wind this down, there is something that I have always
wanted to say but have never had the proper setting to do so.
Thousands of words have been written of the horrors that befell
our troops in the closing weeks of this engagement. What I saw
and went through was nothing in comparison to what these brave
men endured. May a 96-year old Soldier express his heartfelt
gratitude, admiration and pride for you who so unselfishly served
the X Corps and your nation. I stand back and salute you.
In November of 1997, my wife and I were fortunate to make
the Revisit Korea journey. As I looked at the skyline of Seoul all
I could think of was the last time I had looked upon this city; fire,
smoke, blood and rubble. I thought back some 47 years ago to a
far distant harbor where so many of us were fortunate enough to
be evacuated.
I looked upon this beautiful city: such a change, such a proud
people. I am grateful for the minute part I may have had in this
rebirth. Truly the “Land of the Morning Calm” has risen from the
ashes. Well done, all.
John M. Border, 5675 N. Feland Ave.
Fresno, CA 93711, 209-432-5675

On Limits Area Of Kunsan City
The three clubs listed cater to American personnel only. All other
Korean drinking establishments are off limits.
The area known as 50 WON HILL is Off Limits and is identified here
so it can be avoided. It is also posted at all entrances.
Beginning at the city limits both sides of the road entering Kunsan,
except the POL Compound, are Off Limits until you have reached
the first stop sign.
Remember, only OB Beer has been approved as safe to drink.
All personnel must be on base during the hours of curfew.
Weekdays: 2300 to 0900
Sunday & Holidays: 2400 to 0900
Larry Hattersley, 2575 Thatcher Ave
Henderson, NV 89052, 702-434-2124, Lhattersley@cox.net

Entrance to Kunsan air Base, January 1963

Christmas at Kunsan, 1962

I
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was 18 years old and stationed at Kunsan Air Force Base (K8)
from November 1962 to December 1963. At that time Kunsan
was a joint base made up of elements of the 8th Army and ROK
Air Force. I was assigned to the 6175t h Air Police Squadron, B
Flight Security.
We worked rotating twelve-hour shifts, fifteen days on and
five days off. I spent the majority of my duty days guarding B-57
bombers and F-100 fighters. One AP was assigned to every two
B-57s and one AP was assigned to every four F-100s inside the
alert pads. In addition, we also manned the entry into the alert
area.
We were also responsible for static posts and roving patrols
along the perimeter and flight line.
I remember one advisory regarding off-limits places near
Kunsan City:
314ADR 125-3/6175 AB Op Suppl 1
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HQ, 6175th Air Base Group, Kunsan, Nov. 1963

A $1 Military Payment Certificate circa 1962/63
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Quite a meal for
troops at Kunsan Air
Base, Christmas,
1962

Korean 50 WON note, circa 1962/63

Map of beautiful
downtown Kunsan
City, 1962/63

Who played those
Christmas carols?

O
Cover of Kunsan Air Base
Christmas Menu, 1962

Christmas Message
from Col. Glen W.
Thompson, CO of
Kunsan Air Base,
1962
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n Christmas Eve 1951 I was on an outpost somewhere north of
the 38th Parallel in Korea. I was a Combat Medic assigned to
‘B’ Company of the 19th Infantry Regiment, 24th Infantry Division.
I did not have to stay up and outside my bunker that night because of
being a medic. But, who could sleep?
We were on full alert due to the assurance that the Chinese would
attack that night, because of it being Christmas Eve or Christmas
Day. Somewhere around midnight the sound of Christmas carols
caught everyone off guard. Where was it coming from?
To us on the outpost it was coming from the front of us, so it had
to be the Chinese playing them. They were American artists like Bing
Crosby and others. To this day I am sure that the Chinese played the
carols. They lasted until about 2 a.m. They did not attack that night.
I belong to the 24th Division Association. There has been a debate
about who played the carols. Some thought that the American’s
played them. Others, like me, believe that the Chinese played them.
The troops I was with on that outpost surely believed that it came
from the Chinese. Our thoughts were that they were soldiers, like us,
who did not want to be where they were and some of their officers
decided to spread a little cheer.
On the other hand it could have been their way of agitating us on
a very special day of the year. Who knows? However, on Christmas
day the mood of all of us was great. We were still almost freezing to
death but the carols the night before had brightened our lives.
I must reflect on a time of my life that I did not want to be where
I was, especially on Christmas. Today I feel like I am blessed. My
wife and I live in our little paradise on earth. We have two daughters
who live here, two grandchildren and their spouses and two great
grandchildren who are the future of the USA. What more could you
ask for? And may the Chinese continue to play Christmas carols for
the whole world to hear. Merry Christmas to all!
Thomas J. Donaghy, atomtomd29@gmail.com
November - December 2020
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A bittersweet Thanksgiving
in Holton, Kansas

M

y father—the late John S. “Steve” Dial—served in the U.S.
Navy from 1950 to 1954, including two Korean War cruises
aboard the aircraft carrier USS Valley Forge (CV-45). His rating was
DK2 (Disbursing Clerk, Petty Officer 2nd Class).
When I was growing up, I knew my dad had been in the Navy during the “Korean Conflict” (as it was known then) and I was able to
look through his two cruise books. But, like most veterans of that era,
he didn’t talk much about it. And, like most kids, I wasn’t really interested in hearing about it at that time. Today I have much more interest. Uunfortunately, my father is no longer here to discuss it, having
passed away in 1990.
Anyway, I inherited his Navy photos and papers, and only fairly
recently did I come to the realization that his date of entry into the
service (listed on his DD-214) was November 24, 1950, which a
quick Google search revealed to be the day after Thanksgiving in that
year.
My dad was from the small town of Holton, Kansas, where he
grew up with his mother, stepfather, brother and sister. I can only
imagine the bittersweet Thanksgiving meal that took place in their
small house the night before he shipped off to boot camp in San
Diego. How I wish I could ask him about it now!

I also came across the attached photo of his boot camp class in San
Diego (class 50-552). In looking through the names on the back of
the photo I came to realize that another sailor in his class was Lyle
Rudy, a classmate of his from Holton High School who I recall having heard my father speak about. So I can also imagine a similar bittersweet Thanksgiving meal occurring in the small town of Holton
for the Rudy family.
Lyle Rudy is the sailor circled in the front left of this photo, and
my father is the sailor circled in the center of the photo. Lyle Rudy is
also now deceased. The photo is dated 28 December 1950, so just
three days after Christmas.
Bob Dial, Glenville, NY, bobdial64@gmail.com

Gloria, me, and the tree

J

ust before Christmas 1951, while I was in my foxhole, I
received a Christmas tree from my wife Gloria. What a surprise! It was even more of a surprise that it actually reached me.
I didn’t get to keep the tree long, as an outfit from Puerto Rico
relieved us and we moved to a rear area. The tree would have
been hard to carry with a pack, rifle, cartridge belt, and bandolier.
I had been with the 8th Regt, 1st Cav. Div. for eleven months.
We were being relieved by the 45th Division and moved to
Hokkaido, Japan.
The tree is long gone, but Gloria and I are still together after
seventy years.
James, Haw, 11065 Colton Dr., Reno, NV 89521

Appreciate every day,
holiday or not

John Dial’s 1950 boot camp photo
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John Dial’s boot camp roster
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As an 86-year-old Korean War veteran and a 16-year cancer patient
I look forward to the arrival of each issue of The Graybeards. May
you find this poem appropriate for the holiday issue.
IN PRAISE OF DAYS
Thank God for all our days gone by.
We’ve learned much from each one.
Enjoy this land, the sea, the sky
And warmth from good days’ sun.
Though loved ones we no longer see
As well as friends so dear,
Just greet each day most joyfully
In knowing we’re still here!
If dark days seem disastrous,
From some celestial place
Loved ones and friends can comfort us
Across all time and space.
When days on Earth end finally,
Life’s parting of the ways,
Pray God will heal our souls so we
May live eternal days.
Francis J. Manduca, P.O. Box 7354, Ocean Park, ME 04063
The Graybeards

A great Thanksgiving
meal, 1962

T

he troops at Kunsan air Base (K-8) enjoyed a sumptuous
meal in 1962, if the nearby menu is any indication.
Larry Hattersley, 2575 Thatcher Ave Henderson, NV 89052,
702-434-2124, Lhattersley@cox.net

Thanksgiving
Message from Col.
Charles E. Sullivan,
Jr., CO of Kunsan
Air Base, 1963

The Seasons
The season of Christmas time
Once again approaches
And from the depths
Of my memories
They encroach upon my being
Bringing forth unwanted times
In the service of my country
Fighting a war in Korea
Night sweats are frequent
Is all this because I will it
Or does it come
From the darkness of my mind
Considering all this
I dearly love my wife,
Children, grandchildren
But at this time in my life
Is it safe for me to be left alone?
Is it safe for me to be left alone?

The weight of Christmas
Quite a
Thanksgiving meal
for troops at
Kunsan Air Base,
1962

Editor’s office hours:
Editor Sharp’s office hours, such as they are, are
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST, Monday-Friday. He is not
an employee of the KWVA, so his hours vary.
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Carols playing noels
Bring forth sad memories
Of time remembered
When they weren’t
So bright and joyful
Cold, cold winters of
Korean weather
Frozen feet and hands
Were the order of the day
Peace on earth,
Where’s silent night,
Where’s I’ll be home for Christmas
When better times to come,
When a tear that was shed
Wiped away with emotions
Of friends lost
And memories of them
Etched, in my mind, forever.
Tailhook Jack (real name withheld upon request)
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